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Pawsitive Restorations Animal Rescue 

                             

 

 

 

FOSTER AGREEMENT  

Pawsitive Restoration Animal Rescue’s first and foremost concern is for the wellbeing of each and every animal 

in our care. It is our responsibility to insure every animal’s individual needs are met and will take action at our 

discretion to ensure their foster home meets their needs. We understand that every animal is different and so 

are their individual needs.  It is the responsibility of the foster to communicate any behavioral/health problems, 

changes or concerns to us immediately. 

 

I _______________________________understand that I am willingly participating in Pawsitive Restorations 

Animal Rescue’s (P.R.A.R.) Volunteer Foster Program.  I will be professional, respectful, and an advocate 

for my foster(s) in all my dealings with people involved with the rescue, with potential adopters and with the 

general public.  

 

Please Initial Each Section Below 

_____ If at any time I wish to withdraw from this program, I will provide P.R.A.R. with 72 hours notice to 

properly transfer my foster(s) to another foster home.   

_____ If an animal is not adapting well in my home, I will notify P.R.A.R. upon initial concern so they may 

arrange for another foster home.  I will transport my foster(s) to P.R.A.R. or to the replacement foster home. 

_____ I agree to contact P.R.A.R. immediately in the case of: aggression/reactivity, emergencies (both for 

foster parent or animal), medical issues or a lost foster animal.  

_____ I agree to update all of my information with P.R.A.R. immediately regarding: new animals in the home, 

new children in the home, moving, personal information changes, vacations, or any other change that 

directly affects my current or future foster(s)   

_____ I understand that a representative of P.R.A.R. will be completing an in home visit/ home check prior to 

any animal being delivered to my home, and at least annually thereafter. 

_____ I understand that P.R.A.R. reserves the right to accept or deny any application for any reason.  

_____ I agree to participate in periodic animal wellness/welfare checks at P.R.A.R’s discretion.   

_____ I agree to provide all fosters in my care a calm, loving, healthy, enriching environment, and will only 

use positive reinforcement techniques.  My foster(s) will be fed, given fresh water and housed per P.R.A.R.’s 

recommendations. (Both, written and verbal) 

_____ I understand that P.R.A.R. reserves the right at any time, and for any reason to request that a foster 

be returned to the rescue, if this request is not met within 24 hours, the appropriate authorities will be 

contacted, and legal action may be taken.  

_____ I will not change or permanently alter an animal’s appearance in any way, shape or form (cropping or 

docking, etc).  

 

_____ I will not take my foster(s) out of town for any reason without prior written authorization from P.R.A.R.  

 

_____ I will not take my foster(s) to a veterinarian or medicate my foster dog without prior authorization from 

P.R.A.R. 

 

_____ I will not have any other person watch my foster dog without prior authorization from P.R.A.R.  
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_____ I will NOT give or sell my foster(s) to another person, relative, rescue group, Humane Society, shelter, 

pound or experimental laboratory or similar organization.   

_____ I agree to safely transfer my foster(s) to any and all adoption events requested by P.R.A.R. 

_____ I agree to safely transfer my foster(s) to vet appointments as required by the vet and/or P.R.A.R. 

_____ I acknowledge and agree that animal bites or other injuries to humans and other animals do occur 

and that all animals can carry and transmit diseases, including zoonotic diseases that can be transmitted 

from animals to humans.  I understand that Pawsitive Restorations Animal Rescue will not be responsible for 

any damages the foster animal may inflict on another person, another animal or any property, or for the 

transmission or transfer of any disease or parasite to other animals or people in the fostering household and 

no attempt will be made by me or anyone on my behalf to hold P.R.A.R. responsible for such.   

_____ I hereby release P.R.A.R. and its officers, directors, agents and representatives and agree to 

indemnify and hold same harmless from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, debts, dues, accounts, 

covenants, agreements, judgements, claims and demand of any nature whatsoever arising out of my foster 

of an animal from P.R.A.R.  

_____ I understand that if I am approved to foster a dog, I must abide by this agreement and that this 

agreement applies to any and all animals that I foster for P.R.A.R.  

_____ I understand that my foster animal is under the proprietorship of Pawsitive Restorations Animal 

Rescue and in no way do I have any legal entitlement to this animal. 

_____ I understand and agree to adhere to all relevant city, county and state zoning and animal 

control  ordinances. 

 

Printed Name of Foster________________________________________________________________ 

Signed __________________________________________    Dated: __________________________ 

Foster Address____________________________________________________ Phone_____________  

Please forward your application & agreement to PawsitiveRestorations@gmail.com 

Pawsitive Restorations Animal Rescue 

Contact:  Krissy 720-207-4186 
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Veterinary reference  

 


